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Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 10:34:44

Hi Y'all! (in my best southern accent

)

Here are a few of the ones I've only found recently...you've probably all
seen them a million times though!
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Hope you like them

Love Mads xxx
Mads
Where am I going?
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whaaaaaaat I was gonna edit it cos the second two arent working but it
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wont let me...
help?
Love Mads xxx
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Where am I going?
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Love Mads xxx
Mads
Where am I going?
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Oh, so NOW it works!
Love Mads xxx
Sophie
Where am I going?
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thanks for posting those, Mads

they're lovely!
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Oh WOW is all I can say to that middle photo--whic h is from Hippodrome.
Makes you realize for one thing how seldom we see photos of Dusty in
profile!
And that pink eye shadow and pink rinse on the hair....WOW.
And serious blush! (I've noticed that in other pics as well.)
USA
14235 Posts

What do other people think of these pics?!?!?
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

daydreamer
Moderator
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All I can say about the Hippodrome pic is that I think she looks stunning
under the make-up! It's the eyes really, they were SO not a good look and
by the time she met up with the PSB's, they were more like we were used
to.
Carole G.x
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Well, okay the pink eyeshadow is OTT, but the eyes themselves still look
purdy, as does her mouth and nose. And as ususal, it looks like somebody
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worked a long time to get her hair just right.
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
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Don't normally dig this era but she does actually look stunning and really
cute in that profile pic. I LOVE it. She looks really beautiful, the eyes look
great...
Love, Laura xx
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Where am I going?
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I think its fantastic lol! The blush, the hair, the eyes, the nails AND the lips
are all the same colour - awesome!
Love Mads xxx
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